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Headbands Hairstyles
Essays that engage the scholarship of Shaye J. D. Cohen The essays in Strength to
Strength honor Shaye J. D. Cohen across a range of ancient to modern topics. The
essays seek to create an ongoing conversation on issues of identity, cultural
interchange, and Jewish literature and history in antiquity, all areas of particular interest
for Cohen. Contributors include: Moshe J. Bernstein, Daniel Boyarin, Jonathan Cohen,
Yaakov Elman, Ari Finkelstein, Charlotte Elisheva Fonrobert, Steven D. Fraade, Isaiah
M. Gafni, Gregg E. Gardner, William K. Gilders, Martin Goodman, Leonard Gordon,
Edward L. Greenstein, Erich S. Gruen, Judith Hauptman, Jan Willem van Henten,
Catherine Hezser, Tal Ilan, Richard Kalmin, Yishai Kiel, Ross S. Kraemer, Hayim Lapin,
Lee I. Levine, Timothy H. Lim, Duncan E. MacRae, Ivan Marcus, Mahnaz Moazami,
Rachel Neis, Saul M. Olyan, Jonathan J. Price, Jeffrey L. Rubenstein, Michael L.
Satlow, Lawrence H. Schiffman, Daniel R. Schwartz, Joshua Schwartz, Karen Stern,
Stanley Stowers, and Burton L. Visotzky. Features: A full bibliography of Cohen’s
published works An essay on the contributions of Cohen
"A party-planning guide for tweens packed with creative theme ideas, tasty recipes, and
fun quizzes."
"To understand the history and spirit of America, one must know its wars, its laws, and
its presidents. To really understand it, however, one must also know its cheeseburgers,
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its love songs, and its lawn ornaments. The long-awaited Guide to the United States
Popular Culture provides a single-volume guide to the landscape of everyday life in the
United States. Scholars, students, and researchers will find in it a valuable tool with
which to fill in the gaps left by traditional history. All American readers will find in it, one
entry at a time, the story of their lives."--Robert Thompson, President, Popular Culture
Association. "At long last popular culture may indeed be given its due within the
humanities with the publication of The Guide to United States Popular Culture. With its
nearly 1600 entries, it promises to be the most comprehensive single-volume source of
information about popular culture. The range of subjects and diversity of opinions
represented will make this an almost indispensable resource for humanities and
popular culture scholars and enthusiasts alike."--Timothy E. Scheurer, President,
American Culture Association "The popular culture of the United States is as freewheeling and complex as the society it animates. To understand it, one needs
assistance. Now that explanatory road map is provided in this Guide which charts the
movements and people involved and provides a light at the end of the rainbow of
dreams and expectations."--Marshall W. Fishwick, Past President, Popular Culture
Association Features of The Guide to United States Popular Culture: 1,010 pages
1,600 entries 500 contributors Alphabetic entries Entries range from general topics
(golf, film) to specific individuals, items, and events Articles are supplemented by
bibliographies and cross references Comprehensive index
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Wearing Culture connects scholars of divergent geographical areas and academic
fields—from archaeologists and anthropologists to art historians—to show the
significance of articles of regalia and of dressing and ornamenting people and objects
among the Formative period cultures of ancient Mesoamerica and Central America.
Documenting the elaborate practices of costume, adornment, and body modification in
Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, Oaxaca, the Soconusco region of southern
Mesoamerica, the Gulf Coast Olmec region (Olman), and the Maya lowlands, this book
demonstrates that adornment was used as a tool for communicating status, social
relationships, power, gender, sexuality, behavior, and political, ritual, and religious
identities. Despite considerable formal and technological variation in clothing and
ornamentation, the early indigenous cultures of these regions shared numerous
practices, attitudes, and aesthetic interests. Contributors address technological
development, manufacturing materials and methods, nonfabric ornamentation, symbolic
dimensions, representational strategies, and clothing as evidence of interregional
sociopolitical exchange. Focusing on an important period of cultural and artistic
development through the lens of costuming and adornment, Wearing Culture will be of
interest to scholars of pre-Hispanic and pre-Columbian studies.
Architecture, literature, economics, labour, religion and society are all covered, while
more unusual subjects include adultery, crime, drunkenness, eunuchs and sexual
behaviour.".
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Describes the cultural, historical, and scientific aspects of hairdressing and hairstyling
throughout history.
The sports of Europe and the United States were imitated and assimilated and became
symbols of national and cosmopolitan identity. This work examines the national and
international importance of sport and its role in shaping post-millennium global culture.

What it was like to grow up in 1980s Britain, from the Cold War to Duran Duran.
This book combines memories, original documents and photos from that time.
Presents step-by-step instructions and photographs for seventy-five Frenchinspired hairstyles for a variety of hair lengths and textures. --Publisher.
This concise encyclopedia examines headwear around the world, from ancient
times to the modern era, comprising entries that address cultural significance,
religion, historical events, geography, demographic and ethnic issues, fashion,
and contemporary trends. • Vividly documents the fundamental human
experience and universal practice of adorning the head • Highlights the global
community and cultural linkages of headwear function, material, and style •
Directly relates hats to race, religion, ethnicity, gender, usage, and form •
Enables greater understanding of human diversity throughout time by tracing the
development of headgear • Provides dozens of sidebars to pique reader interest
and offer short, witty, funny, or pertinent content
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This two-volume set presents information and images of the varied clothing and
textiles of cultures around the world, allowing readers to better appreciate the
richness and diversity of human culture and history. • Contributions from over 50
experts in their field • Dozens of photographs • A bibliographic listing of further
reading and references with each section
Good Hair is more than a guide to having good hair without relying on harsh
treatments and chemicals; it is a funny, folksy, personal, and very wise reflection
on the powerful role that hair can play in creating a positive self-image. 33 blackand-white photographs.
In ancient Rome, the subtlest details in dress helped to distinguish between
levels of social and moral hierarchy. Clothes were a key part of the sign systems
of Roman civilization – a central aspect of its visual language, for women as well
as men. This engaging book collects and examines artistic evidence and literary
references to female clothing, cosmetics and ornament in Roman antiquity,
deciphering their meaning and revealing what it meant to be an adorned woman
in Roman society. Cosmetics, ornaments and fashion were often considered
frivolous, wasteful or deceptive, which reflects ancient views about the nature of
women. However, Kelly Olson uses literary evidence to argue that women often
took pleasure in fashioning themselves, and many treated adornment as a
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significant activity, enjoying the social status, influence and power that it signified.
This study makes an important contribution to our knowledge of Roman women
and is essential reading for anyone interested in ancient Roman life.
The Middle Ages were a time of great innovation, artistic vigor, and cultural
richness. Appearances mattered a great deal during this vibrant era and hair was
a key marker of the dynamism and sophistication of the period. Hair became ever
more central to religious iconography, from Mary Magdalen to the Virgin Mary,
while vernacular poets embellished their verses with descriptions of hairstyles
both humble and elaborate, and merchants imported the finest hair products from
great distances. Drawing on a wealth of visual, textual and object sources, the
volume examines how hairstyles and their representations developed-often to a
degree of dazzling complexity-between the years AD 800 and AD 1450. From
wimpled matrons and tonsured monks to adorned noblewomen, hair is revealed
as a potent cultural symbol of gender, age, sexuality, health, class, and race.
Illustrated with approximately 80 images, A Cultural History of Hair in the Middle
Ages brings together leading scholars to present an overview of the period with
essays on politics, science, religion, fashion, beauty, the visual arts, and popular
culture.
Headbands & Hairstyles
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Authors Sharon Snow and Yvonne Reed present fashion as a way to offer a fun and
interesting program for teens in the library—and not just for girls. Today's fashion-savvy
teenaged guys are just as likely to be eager participants.
The weekly source of African American political and entertainment news.
Few dermatologic problems carry as many emotional overtones as hair loss in women,
which is by far the most common hair problem encountered in daily clinical practice.
Fortunately, a specific diagnosis can usually be established through the application of
appropriate examinations and tests, and treatment suited to the diagnosis is likely to
control the problem. This comprehensively illustrated monograph provides both
specialists and primary care physicians with the practical know-how required for
successful management of hair loss in female patients of all ages. The book opens by
critically examining various myths about hair loss. The different examination techniques
are then described, and the various forms of hair loss and their treatment are discussed
in detail. Approaches to follow-up are outlined, and the management of patient
expectations is carefully considered. The potential role of hair care and cosmetics is
also explored in some depth.
Offers advice on planning an outdoor wedding, including tips on location, wedding
attire, and regulations.
Hair disorders have become a central social and psychological issue and patients now
have increasing demands and expectations. Written by world-renowned experts, this
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lavishly illustrated book provides the latest scientific aspects of hair biology, up to date
knowledge on hair diagnosis and treatment options as well as hair removal and
restoration techniques. The content is divided into three sections: basic aspects of hair
growth; hair and scalp disorders; and fotoepilation, surgery and hair cosmetics. In
addition, coverage is enhanced with unique sections on hair in different ages and in art,
on ethnic hair and in forensic investigations.
All bodies are good bodies. Except fat bodies. At least that’s what our society tells us.
According to the prevailing dogma, thin bodies are good; fat bodies are bad. In fact, any
body that fails to measure up to society’s standards of perfection is bad. The perfect
face has no blemishes, the perfect belly has no love handles, and the perfect skin has
no wrinkles or stretch marks. According to this standard of flawlessness, a good body
can have no illness, no disability, and no inadequacy. Our cultural understanding of
good bodies makes most of us feel like hopeless failures. This is not what our loving
God wants for us. In Lovely, size-dignity activist and self-proclaimed “fat girl” Amanda
Martinez Beck talks openly about the purpose of bodies, what makes a body good, and
the need to reframe the way we think and speak about our own bodies and the bodies
of the people around us. Much more than a “self-image” read, Lovely will retrain you to
think about your whole self — body and soul — in terms of mercy, kindness, and wonder
rather than criticism, failure, and self-loathing. Don’t let the scale, the mirror, your
interior critic, or the world around you keep you trapped in lies. All bodies are good
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bodies, including yours. Click here to register for the related webcast ABOUT THE
AUTHOR Amanda Martinez Beck is an author and story consultant who lives with her
husband, Zachary, and their four young children in the Piney Woods of East Texas.
Learn more about her and her work at amandamartinezbeck.com.

Is This Really My Body features fictional narratives paired with firsthand advice
from a licensed psychologist to help preteen and teen girls better understand and
prepare for physical changes during adolescence. Topics include weight gain,
body odor and personal hygiene, zits, birthmarks, braces, developing early
versus developing late, and first periods. Throughout the book, Talk About It
questions encourage discussion. Additional resources, a glossary, and an index
are also included. Is This Really My Body will leave readers feeling prepared and
knowledgeable about their changing bodies. Strong, Beautiful Girls is a series in
Essential Library, an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.
Provides step-by-step instructions for making different types of headbands, with
tips on creating hairstyles to go with them,
Joann Fletcher, presenter of BBC2's 'Ancient Egypt: Life and Death in the Valley
of the Kings' has written an enthralling account of Nefertiti, one of Egypt's most
compelling and mysterious figures. Wife of the controversial pharaoh Akhenaten,
she lived through perhaps the most tumultuous period in the country's long
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history. The so-called Amarna Period has long held a fascination - not just for the
enormous changes it brought to the religion, art and administration of Egypt, but
for the many mysteries which surround it. Mysteries, that is, until now. Leading
Egyptologist Dr Joann Fletcher has taken a fresh eye to the evidence and arrived
at one of the most dramatic discoveries in recent times. Working with a team of
leading experts, she has identified a long-forgotten mummy as the body of a
female pharaoh of the Amarna Period, whom she believes is Nefertiti herself.
Lying for over three thousand years in an unused side chamber of Tomb KV.35 in
the Valley of the Kings, it tells a story which will forever change the way in which
we view Nefertiti - and indeed women throughout Egyptian history. Now at last
we see the full significance of her role as co-regent and later Pharaoh of Egypt,
as well as understanding the astonishing luxury and decadence of her life in
Amarna - a life she led as the country around her began to disintegrate.
Let Historical Wig Styling be your guide to creating beautiful, historically accurate
hairstyles for your productions and events. Chapters begin with artwork of historic
figures that influenced the look of each period. Detailed step-by-step instructions
explain how to create their iconic hairstyles, illustrated by photographs showing
the finished look from every angle.
India’s leading women’s English monthly magazine printed and published by
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Pioneer Book Co. Pvt. Ltd. New Woman covers a vast and eclectic range of
issues that are close to every woman’s heart. Be it women’s changing roles in
society, social issues, health and fitness, food, relationships, fashion, beauty,
parenting, travel and entertainment, New Woman has all this and more. Filled
with quick reads, analytic features, wholesome content, and vibrant pictures,
reading New Woman is a hearty and enjoyable experience. Always reinventing
itself and staying committed to maintaining its high standard, quality and
consistency of magazine content, New Woman reflects the contemporary Indian
woman’s dreams just the way she wants it. A practical guide for women on-thego, New Woman seeks to inform, entertain and enrich its readers’ lives.
"Let Historical Wig Styling be your guide to creating beautiful, historically
accurate hairstyles for your productions and events. Chapters begin with artwork
of historic figures that influenced the look of each period. Detailed step-by-step
instructions explain how to create their iconic hairstyles, illustrated by
photographs showing the finished look from every angle. This volume covers
hairstyles from the Victorian era through the contemporary styles of today. Learn
how to create hairstyles worn by -Victorian men and women -Gibson Girls -1920s
Flappers -1940s Pinup girls -1960s ladies -Geishas -and so many more!"-As incredible as it may sound, Knack Planning Your Wedding makes wedding
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decisions truly stress free. The authors, co-founders of the popular wedding
planning website JunebugWeddings.com, guide readers thorugh every single
detail of planning a perfect, one-of-a-kind wedding.
When it first came out in 1986, Gale Owen-Crocker's book was a milestone in
costume studies, a foundation on which much work has subsequently been
based. Nearly twenty years later, there is more to be said, and this updated
edition is long overdue. An encyclopaedic study of English dress from the fifth to
the eleventh centuries, it draws evidence from archaeology, text and art
(manuscripts, ivories, metalwork, stone sculpture, mosaics), and also from reenactors' experience. It examines archaeological textiles, cloth production and
the significance of imported cloth and foreign fashions. Dress is discussed as a
marker of gender, ethnicity, status and social role - in the context of a pagan
burial, dress for holy orders, bequests of clothing, commissioning a kingly
wardrobe, and much else - and surviving dress fasteners and accessories are
examined with regard to type and to geographical/chronological distribution.
There are colour reconstructions of early Anglo-Saxon dress and a cutting
pattern for a gown from the Bayeux tapestry; Old English garment names are
discussed, and there is a glossary of costume and other relevant terms. GALE
OWEN-CROCKER is Professor of Anglo-Saxon Culture at the University of
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Manchester. She has a special interest in dress throughout the medieval period she advises on dress entries to the Toronto Old English Dictionary and has
consulted for many museums and television companies. She is co-editor of the
new journal Medieval Clothing and Textiles. Generously illustrated with 25 plates,
12 in colour, and 140 drawings.
"Steele, director of the Fashion Institute of Technology Museum, has crafted, with
the help of 325 contributors, an authoritative introduction to fashion, the industry,
and the issues that hve defined the field. Some 640 articles describe the colorful
facets of couture and textiles, from fabrics of chintz, corduroy, and feathers to
such garb as aprons, bikinis, and prison dress. There are color plates and nearly
600 black-and-white illustrations. Back matter includes a comprehensive index, a
timeline, and a topical outline."--"Reference that rocks," American Libraries, May
2005.
The only book you need to plan a wedding, The Bridal Bible offers up an
abundance of expert information complete with helpful tips on stress-free
planning and step-by-step DIY information and tops it off with stunning visuals
and photo galleries that will both inspire and educate the new couple as they
make their journey to the altar.
This book presents the clothing and personal ornaments from 221 BC to modern
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day. An oversized edition, it intersperses photographs of costume replicas, color
duplications of ancient paintings and sculpture, to illustrate many types of ancient
attire and ornamentation, and the symbolism behind it.
To create a classroom where first encounters with literacy are playful and
exploratory - not formal and separate from the child's world - this book spills out a
rich cascade of ideas in four areas: making the classroom a print-rich learning
environment, including print in daily activities, practicing literacy through art
activities and dramatic play, and recasting the teacher's role into spectator,
advisor, resource, and scribe. Hundreds of ideas support these goals. Grades
preK-2. Suggested resources. Illustrated. Good Year Books. 204 pages. Second
Edition.
Hair, or lack of it, is one the most significant identifiers of individuals in any
society. In Antiquity, the power of hair to send a series of social messages was
no different. This volume covers nearly a thousand years of history, from Archaic
Greece to the end of the Roman Empire, concentrating on what is now Europe,
North Africa, and the Near East. Among the key issues identified by its authors is
the recognition that in any given society male and female hair tend to be
opposites (when male hair is generally short, women's is long); that hair is a
marker of age and stage of life (children and young people have longer, less
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confined hairstyles; adult hair is far more controlled); hair can be used to identify
the 'other' in terms of race and ethnicity but also those who stand outside social
norms such as witches and mad women. The chapters in A Cultural History of
Hair in Antiquity cover the following topics: religion and ritualized belief, self and
society, fashion and adornment, production and practice, health and hygiene,
gender and sexuality, race and ethnicity, class and social status, and cultural
representations.
The Codrus Painter was a painter of cups and vases in fifth-century B.C.E.
Athens with a distinctive style; he is named after Codrus, a legendary Athenian
king depicted on one of his most characteristic vases. He was active as an artist
during the rule of Pericles, as the Parthenon was built and then as the troubled
times of the Peloponnesian War began. In contrast to the work of fellow artists of
his day, the vases of the Codrus Painter appear to have been created almost
exclusively for export to markets outside Athens and Greece, especially to the
Etruscans in central Italy and to points further west. Amalia Avramidou offers a
thoroughly researched, amply illustrated study of the Codrus Painter that also
comments on the mythology, religion, arts, athletics, and daily life of Greece
depicted on his vases. She evaluates his style and the defining characteristics of
his own hand and of the minor painters associated with him. Examining the
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subject matter, figure types, and motifs on the vases, she compares them with
sculptural works produced during the same period. Avramidou’s iconographic
analysis not only encompasses the cultural milieu of the Athenian metropolis, but
also offers an original and intriguing perspective on the adoption, meaning, and
use of imported Attic vases among the Etruscans.
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